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interested in hearing from all of us. He is a wonderful listener, a highly perceptive intellectual, and a sensitive community builder. I’m extremely excited to work with President
Frenk to build a center of excellence for our next century.

“CommUnity U”
Dear Colleagues,
This academic year we welcome President Julio Frenk to
UM. This past week he held a very informative town hall
meeting. In case you could not make it, let me share with
you the key points. President Frenk is embarking on a listening tour that will last the first 100 days of his Presidency.
The goal of this immersive, intensive, and interactive exercise, as he put it, is to begin building a roadmap for the centennial of UM in ten years hence. As part of this exercise,
he will visit our school October 16th for lunch and a 90 minute conversation. He wants to hear from our faculty and
senior leaders how we view the university in its second century, and what role we feel our school can play. In later
meetings, I’m sure he will be speaking to students and staff.
President Frenk has already been listening and immersing
himself deeply into our culture and has identified a few priorities. During the town hall meeting he described a few of
our collective aspirations. The first one is excellence in academics, arts, athletics and administration. Call them the
four A’s. He also talked about relevance to the community.
Related to that point he said that our university should be a
role model to the world. He believes that universities should
provide moral and ethical leadership to the rest of society.
The fourth and final important point has to do with our hemispheric ambitions. President Frenk wants to fulfil our collective aspiration to become a center of excellence for solving
problems and promoting well-being throughout the Americas. Note that he did not say Latin America. He said The
Americas. He talked about a Hemispheric University, not a
South or Central American University. Having lived in Argentina, Canada, and the United States, I can see how
much can be learned from one another. These are the initial thoughts he shared with the university community, but
he is only at the beginning of this journey. He is genuinely

How do we fit in? In many ways! Our vision to be a center
of excellence in the promotion of educational, psychological, and physical well-being in multicultural communities is
a perfect fit with his ambitions of relevance, excellence, and
moral leadership throughout the continent. Over the last
several years we have created a number of exciting new
undergraduate and graduate programs, and there are a few
more to come from TAL in the near future. These new programs are a testament to our vitality as a school. To extend
our reach beyond our classrooms, I would like to engage in
a school-wide conversation about establishing the
“CommUnity U.” In collaboration with Dan Santisteban, our
director of the CEW, we have begun to think about training
and capacity building for community members and professionals in a wide array of fields. This is not something new
of course. Each one of our departments has a strong presence in the community already. We have a very strong
foundation to build on. I can imagine our TAL faculty training teachers in special education, STEM and literacy. I can
see them also working with parents on literacy strategies
and advocacy for their kids in special education programs. I
can see our colleagues in KIN training the community on
health promotion. I can foresee our colleagues in EPS educating the community on mental health and working with
not-for-profit organizations to make them more empowering.
Indeed, there are many opportunities for us to be relevant,
not just to Miami, but to the hemisphere. I believe we need
to reach beyond the classroom. We have a very strong
foundation for building CommUnity U. I look forward to talking with all of you about this and to hearing your views.
Wishing you a wonderful semester,
Isaac

Upcoming Events
10/10/2015 - UM v FSU - Tallahassee, FL
10/29/2015 - United Way luncheon - Merrick 316
11/13-14/2015 - Intensive two-days workshop on Missing data with Craig Enders - MB 220 & MB 308

New Faculty - EPS
Dr. Edison Trickett received his Ph.D. in Psychology from the Ohio
State University, was a post-doctoral fellow at Stanford University, and held
faculty positions at Yale University and the University of Maryland. Prior to
coming to UM, Dr. Trickett was Professor of Psychology and Chair of the
Community and Prevention Research Division in the Psychology Department at the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC). Throughout his career, his
research has focused on the development of an ecological perspective within his field of community psychology for conducting community research and
intervention. His writings have emphasized the role of culture, social context, and collaboration in conducting respectful community-based research
and intervention. He has written extensively about community interventions
designed to affect community development. In addition, during the past 20
years he has focused on the role of public schools in the acculturation and
adaptation of immigrant and refugee adolescents and families. He has published over 140 scholarly papers, book chapters, and books; has served as President of Division 27 of the
American Psychological Association; received its award for Distinguished Contribution to Theory and Research in Community Psychology and the Seymour Sarason award; and has served as Editor of that field’s
primary journal, the American Journal of Community Psychology.

Dr. Ashmeet Oberoi joins the University of Miami from the Institute of Health
Research and Policy at the University of Illinois at Chicago, where she served as a
post-doctoral research associate. Dr. Oberoi received her Ph.D. in Psychology,
Community & Prevention Research from the University of Illinois, Chicago in 2014.
She holds both Bachelor of Science and Master’s of Science degrees from Delhi
University in New Delhi, India. Dr. Oberoi’s research focuses on how children’s environments shape their development, well-being, and behaviors. She has conducted research on at-risk populations, including students with disabilities and immigrant youth and their families, community-based well-being programs, and pathways of coping and adaptation in individuals and families. Dr. Oberoi has published
her work in a variety of outlets including the Journal of Prevention & Intervention in
the Community, and the International Journal of Diversity in Organizations, Communities and Nations. At UM Dr. Oberoi will be appointed as an Assistant Professor of Professional Practice
(Clinical Line) in the Department of Educational and Psychological Studies in the School of Education and
Human Development, and will serve as the Director of the Community & Social Change Master’s Program.

New Faculty - KIN
Dr. Magda Aldousany is a lecturer in the Department of Kinesiology
and Sport Sciences. A certified athletic trainer and licensed physical therapist, Magda received a Doctorate in Physical Therapy from Nova Southeastern University in 2013. She also holds two bachelor’s degrees from
the University of Miami – a B.A. in Psychology and a B.S. in Athletic Training – both received in 2009. She is a certified Graston technique practitioner and a certified Kinesiotaping practitioner. Currently, she is working
on completing her certification in Active Release Technique. Prior to joining the University of Miami, she worked in the acute care rehabilitation
setting.

Dr. Kyung Min Kim is joining us as an Assistant professor. He hails from
Texas State University where he served as an assistant professor for Athletic
Training Program in the Department of Health and Human Performance after
earning his Ph.D. at the University of Virginia in Sports Medicine. Dr. Kim is
originally from South Korea, where he completed his Bachelor of Science in
both areas of Physical Education and Sport & Leisure Studies at Yonsei University, Seoul. He became a Certified Athletic Trainer after completing his Master of Science in Athletic Training at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro.
Dr. Kim is an active member of the Korean Athletic Trainers’ Association, the
National Athletic Trainers’ Association, American College of Sports Medicine,
and Society of Neuroscience. He is a manuscript reviewer for a number of athletic training-related journals and serves on the editorial board of Korean Journal of Athletic Training. His
research focuses on understanding the neurophysiological mechanisms underlying muscle dysfunction following joint injury, and developing alternative/adjunctive therapies to active exercise training for patients
suffering from sensorimotor deficits. He is currently working with patients with chronic ankle instability in order to identify neurophysiological mechanisms of postural control deficits and develop a therapeutic intervention capable of restoring altered motor neuron activity responsible for postural instability.

DR. JOSEPH SIGNORILE GAINS RECOGNITION
AMONG COLLEAGUES
Among the factors that indicate the impact that researchers exert within their areas of expertise are certain standardized
scores based on the number of publications, publication views, and citations. One of the most respected websites
providing these assessments is ResearchGate. ResearchGate provides an RG score based on the number of publications that the researcher has and the attention they are receiving from other researchers on the site. Across the last
three months, Dr. Signorile's RG score has increased from 40.81 to 41.27. To put this in perspective, his score is higher
than 97.5% of all ResearchGate members. Overall, since joining the site in May of 2013 he has had over:
10,564 publication views,
8,913 publication downloads,
856 citations, and
1,560 profile views.

Over the eight-week period from the beginning of June until July 26, he has averaged 176 publication downloads per
week for a total of 1408. The graph below illustrates these data.
Figure 1. Downloads
June and July 2015.

for

Dr. Signorile continued...
The pattern of citations has shown a notable increase across the past seven years, with 2014 showing
the highest number of citations since he accepted his position at the University twenty-five years ago.
As noted by the statistics offered by Google Scholar, Dr. Signorile's journal articles have been cited
1,493 times with 713 of those occurring since 2010. The pattern across the calendar years from 2007
through 20015 (incomplete) is provided in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Citations from 2007 through 2015 (to date)

Since the beginning of the calendar year, Dr. Signorile and his colleagues have published four refereed
articles, had four more accepted for publication, and have an additional four in review. Since January,
the team has 15 published abstracts and 18 national and international presentations at such prestigious
meetings as the ACSM's 62nd Annual Meeting, 6th World Congress on Exercise is Medicine ® and World
Congress on the Basic Science of Exercise Fatigue, the American Geriatric Society 2015Annual Meeting, and the 6th International Congress on Schizophrenia Research.
Dr. Sig, as he is called, and his research team, invite research collaborations and internships at the Department of Kinesiology and Sport Sciences' Max Orovitz Laboratory Complex.

Dear colleagues and students:
The Statistical Supporting Unit (STATS-U) of the Dunspaugh - Dalton Community & Educational Well-Being Research Center (CEW) aims to support and strengthen the research capacity of faculty and students. In order to better
serve your research support needs, we will be offering a variety of services, workshops and training in the fall of 2015.
Monthly Methodology Training: We will be offering methodology/statistics training sessions on diverse aspects
of the research process monthly. Please save your seat via (Registration: http://sites.education.miami.edu/statsu/?
page_id=95)

Date

Topic

By

Location

9/11
10 – 12pm

Item Analysis
Registration: http://sites.education.miami.edu/statsu/?
page_id=4&ee=35

MB220

10/16
10 – 12pm

Statistical Power in Structural Equation Modeling
Registration: http://sites.education.miami.edu/statsu/?
page_id=4&ee=36

11/13-11/14
8 – 5pm

Intensive two-days workshop on Missing Data Analysis
Registration fee: $100
Registration: http://sites.education.miami.edu/statsu/?
page_id=4&ee=37

Dr. Cengiz
Zopluoglu
Associate Professors in Research,
Measurement,
and Evaluation
Dr. Nick Myers
Associate Professor in Research,
Measurement,
and Evaluation
Dr. Craig Enders,
Professor in UCLA

MB220

MB 220 &
MB 308

Intensive two-days workshop on Missing data:
Payment Information: We only accept personal check or money order for payment by 10/30. No refund will be
made for any cancellation made after 10/30. Instructions for paying registration fee are as follows:
Write the check to UM School of Education and Human Development
Please write a memo – Workshop on missing data analysis
Payment information: $100 for non-SEHD students/faculty, $50 for SEHD students/faculty if paid in full by 9/30. After
10/1, $100 for SEHD students/faculty.
Mail your check to: Make sure your check is delivered to Kelly Flagg by 10/30. (Kelly is in Orovitz and her LC is
2053)
CEW Helpdesk: The Research Methodology Services of the STATS-U provides general methodological support by
Dr. Soyeon Ahn (Research, Measurement, and Evaluation [RME]), Dr. Cengiz Zopluoglu (RME) and/or Marietta Suarez (RME graduate student). Hours are:
Dr. Soyeon Ahn: 9 – 12pm Friday
Dr. Cengiz Zopluoglu: 10 – 12pm Thursday
Marietta Suarez: 10 – 12pm Monday; 10 – 1pm Wednesday
Please make an appointment at least two days in advance:
http://www.education.miami.edu/cgi-bin/calcium.pl?
Op=ShowIt&CalendarName=CEWHELP&Amount=Week&NavType=Absolute&Type=Timeplan
We look forward to your participation in these upcoming events. Your feedback is important to us; please email
us at CEWHelpDesk@miami.edu for any comments, concerns or suggestions to help us improve our services.
Have a great semester!
Soyeon Ahn

My Favorite Spot on Campus
We have a new feature in The Educator: My Favorite Spot on Campus. Our first contributor is Christie
Wolfe, Donor Relations Manager. Who would like to be next? Contact Laurie McDonald,
lmcdonald@miami.edu.

1985. Loretta Dranoff. Seventh Grade Piano Teacher, Highland Oaks Junior High, Aventura. My teacher. I
thank her for helping me find the way to “My Spot” on campus.
To get performance ready Ms. Dranoff would bus our class from Aventura to the University of Miami, Maurice Gusman Concert Hall. During one of our breaks I found “my spot” where I would sit each time we came
and wonder. I wonder if the boy I am doing a duet with likes me? I really like math and am doing well this
year, maybe it is because my teacher is so awesome? I like it here more than going back to school, is that
okay? Do I want to be a cheerleader? The boy I am playing a duet with is an amazing piano player, why
am I paired with him? I wonder if one day I will come here to college?
I cannot tell you if the spot pictured here is exactly the one I found in seventh grade. It certainly doesn’t
look the same. But then again, neither do I. We have both grown in so many wonderful ways.
I am proud to share my spot with you. And my family today. It is such a joy to have it so near. But, I try to
not forget where it came from.
Thank you Ms. Dranoff.

High School Scholars Participate
in Exercise Physiology Research
at the Max Orovitz Laboratories
By Dr. Joseph Signorile
This summer three high school honor students had the opportunity to work as research assistants at the Max Orovitz
Laboratory complex of the Department of Kinesiology and
Sport Sciences under the mentorship of Dr. Joseph SIgnorile. Two students, Ms. Karla Cejas and Ms. Samone
Cowart ,were placed with the laboratory as part of the University of Miami’s Howard Hughes Medical Institute Research Program.
Karla was born and raised here in Miami, FL. She is a rising
senior who attends Immaculata-La Salle High School in Coconut Grove. She enjoys participating in her school's drama
productions, serving on the student council, and planning
pep rally events, among other activities. Karla was inducted
into her school’s JFK National Honor Society chapter as a
sophomore. She is also a member of Rho Kappa (Social
Studies Honor Society), English Honor Society, Thespian
Honor Society, and Spanish Honor Society. Given her interest in the physical sciences, the Neuromuscular Movement
and Active Aging laboratory and the Sports Medicine and
Movement Analysis laboratory in the MO complex provided
an ideal research experience.

cle firing patterns and running efficiency in distance runners.
They have also worked with Sam Becourtney, an undergraduate KIN major working on his senior honors project,
assessing post-activation potentiation in male and female
students as the result of heavy squatting exercises.
Renu Sara Nargund’s road to the Max Orovitz Laboratory
was quite different. Renu is a senior at East Brunswick High
School in New Jersey, and an athlete participating in swimming, track, and the study of classical Indian dance. In addition to her participation in athletics and classical dance,
Renu has also implemented a number of programs at her
high school that help students with special needs learn critical life skills. This work has recently gained recognition by
the New Jersey Department of Education. In 2014, she represented her school in the State Science Olympiad tournament and ranked in the top ten for all events.
She has been working with Drs Signorile and Eltoukhy comparing muscle utilization patterns (EMG) and joint movement patterns (kinematics) while performing exercises using
a cable machine versus a standard plate machine. During
the process, she learned to collect and analyze EMG and
kinematic data to allow an in depth understanding of how
selective use of these machines might allow more exacting
exercise prescriptions for athletes or specific patient populations. Given her demonstrated expertise, she is now a collaborator on a project using EMG and movement analysis to
examine the effects of stance during cable training.

During their internships, these students have developed an
appreciation for the true nature of exercise prescription and
the importance of developing valid diagnostic methods to
Samone is a senior in the Forensic Science Academy at
Law Enforcement Officers’ Memorial High School. Her
truly assess the needs of specific populations; a concept
classwork and extracurricular activities have provided her
that regularly eludes all but the most sophisticated researchwith a strong background in a variety of disciplines includers applying exercise as a clinical intervention. Given their
ing: Criminal Justice Operations, Psychology, Forensics,
work in the Max Orovitz Laboratory, we expect that these
Chemistry, Genetics, Anatomy, and Physiology. She has
talented students will be included on both referreed articles
also worked with technicians from the City of Miami Police
Department and Miami-Dade County forensic labs analyzing and national and international scientific meetings.
crime scenes, introducing evidence in court cases, and being an integral part of a case’s development. As was the
case with Karla, her concentration on the physical sciences
made the Max Orovitz Laboratories an excellent choice for
her summer research experience.
Karla and Samone worked with three Doctoral students during their research experience. The primary line of research,
which constituted the theme for their poster presentation
and research paper, was an examination of cable versus
standard resistance training as targeted exercise interventions to improve older persons' independence and neuromuscular performance. This study was supervised by
.
Anoop Balachandran, a doctoral student and the research
coordinator in charge of summer internships. In addition,
they were able to learn electromyographical techniques
through their work with Nicole Rendos on her doctoral dissertation examining the relationships between specific mus-

Selected members Max Orovitz summer research
staff from left to right include: Maria Carolina Massoni Martins, Amanda Luiso, Dr. Joe Signorile,
Samone Cowart, Renu Sara Nargund, Christopher
Bailey, Karla Cejas, and Anoop Balachandran.

Current Grants
PI
Santisteban,
Daniel
Santisteban,
Daniel
Avalos, Mary
Avalos, Mary

Title
Start Date
End Date
CULTURALLY INFORMED FAMILY BASED TREATMENT OF ADOLESCENTS: A RANDOMIZED TRI4/1/2014
3/31/2016
AL
INTEGRATING SBIRT INTO PRIMARY CARE
WRITING FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS (WELLS):
EXPLORING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WRITING INSTRUCTION AND
STUDENT OUTCOME
THE EFFECT OF DEFINITIONS, CONTEXTUAL SUPPORT, AND
COGNATES

Elbaum, Batya

2015 2016 MEASURING OUTCOMES FOR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES
2015-2016 EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT EDUCATION (ESE) PARElbaum, Batya
ENT SURVEY
VIRTUES AS PROPERLY MOTIVATED, SELF-INTEGRATED
Fowers, Blaine
TRAITS
TRANSFORMATIVE ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE FOR ELEMENShen, JI
TARY STUDENTS
(TREES)
FAMILY - CENTER SPECIAL EDUCATORS FOR EARLY CHILDPapazian, Maria
HOOD FAMSEEC
INCLUSIVE COLLABORATIVE LEADERS UNITED FOR DIVERSILipsky, Miriam
TY IN
EDUCATION (INCLUDE)
HAITI'S LEGACY PROJECT:
Nicolas,
AN EDUCATION PROGRAM FOCUSING OH HAITIAN HISTORY
MarieGuerda
AND ITS GLOBAL IMPACT
MorrisonCavendish,
SECOND CHANCE RE-ENTRY GRANT: BACK TO A FUTURE
Wendy
Kohn Wood,
KRISTI HOUSE: GA POSITION
Laura
REPLICATING THE CGI EXPERIMENT IN DIVERSE ENVIRONSecada, Walter
MENTS
Krawec,
IES - SOLVE IT!
Jennifer
Calhoon,
READING ACHIEVEMENT MULTI-COMPONENT (RAMP-UP)
Mary Beth

9/1/2014

8/31/2015

9/9/2014

8/31/2015

7/1/2015

6/30/2019

7/1/2015

6/30/2016

9/1/2015

8/31/2016

9/1/2015

5/31/2016

5/15/2015

4/30/2016

10/1/2011

12/31/2015

10/1/2010

9/30/2016

6/1/2013

5/31/2015

2/1/2014

9/30/2015

9/30/2014

9/29/2015

9/1/2012

8/31/2015

3/1/2011

2/29/2016

12/1/2014

2/29/2016

Pending Grants
PI
Calhoon,
Mary Beth
Nicolas,
MarieGuerda
Clachar, Arlene
Krawec,
Jennifer
Perry, Arlette

Title
Start Date
End Date
READING ACHIEVEMENT MULTIMODULAR PROGRAM INTEN7/1/2016
6/30/2020
SIVE TRAINING
EVALUATION OF THE SCALING UP OF MENTAL HEALTH CARE
4/1/2016
3/31/2021
IN HAITI:
CHILD SPEAKERS OF CREOLES AND THE COMPREHENSION
1/1/2016
12/31/2016
OF RELATIVE
SOLVE T 5 6: IMPROVING THE PROBLEM SOLVING PERFOR7/1/2016
6/30/2019
MANCE OF ST
TRANSLATIONAL HEALTH IN NUTRITION AND KINESIOLOGY
1/1/2016
12/31/2016
THINK

Dr. Brian Biagioli published the Advanced Concepts of Strength & Conditioning.
The textbook is the foremost text for up-to-date, evidence-based information in the
ﬁeld of strength and conditioning. The 18 chapter text covers the most relevant
topics to help students develop high-level proficiency in athletic performance. The
book provides key elements in strength and conditioning including motion analysis,
corrective training methods, speed and power development, methods of metabolicspecificity enhancement, and injury prevention techniques. The textbook features
program templates for numerous sports as well as strategic program methodology
for intermittent sport conditioning and training for competitive endurance events.
Included with the text are over 150 illustrations of essential Olympic and performance-based lifts and conditioning drills with an additional 300 videos of sport
training instruction.

Dr. Wendy Cavendish was selected to be a Visiting Research Scholar at the Roosevelt House Public Policy Institute for August 2015-June 2016. Roosevelt House, an integral part of Hunter College since 1943, reopened in 2010 as a public policy institute honoring the distinguished legacy of Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt.
Its mission is three-fold: to educate students in public policy and human rights, to support research, and to foster
creative dialogue. The institute provides opportunities to analyze public policy and experience meaningful civic
engagement; for faculty to research, teach, and write about important issues of the day; and for scholarly and
public audiences to participate in high-profile lectures, seminars and conferences.
Research at Roosevelt House
Roosevelt House supports innovative research by Hunter College faculty and visiting scholars on critical issues of
public policy and human rights. Among the Institute’s signature programs are its faculty seminars and faculty associates programs, which promote interdisciplinary examination of the critical policy issues which face the nation
and the world today. The Institute’s academic research programs are able to draw on the strength of Hunter’s
faculty in relevant areas, and new interdisciplinary research centers and projects led by distinguished scholars are
in development, including the CUNY Institute for Education Policy, founded by David Steiner, Dean of the School
of Education, and launched in December, 2012, and the LGBT Social Science and Public Policy Center at Roosevelt House, founded by Dr. Jeffrey Parsons who, along with Professor Markus Bidell, serves as the Co-director.
Roosevelt House has acquired special funding from the Tisch family to establish a distinguished visiting scholar
position in the field of public health policy, and is actively seeking funding from other sources to provide fellowships and residencies for Hunter College faculty and guest experts.
Congratulations Dr. Cavendish!

Prilleltensky Earns National Award for Humor Writing
Dean Isaac Prilleltensky has been honored by the National Newspaper Association for writing one of the best humor columns in the nation. In October, he will receive the second-place award in the “Best Humorous Column,
Daily and Non-daily Division, circ. 8,000 or more” category for his articles, which run regularly in Miami Today.
“We very much appreciate being able to publish your fine work,” said publisher Michael Lewis.
“I enjoy the writing process, and my livelihood doesn’t depend on my skills as a humorist,” said Prilleltensky,
whose columns take a satirical look at important issues, such the controversy over David Beckham’s request to
build a new stadium for professional soccer at PortMiami.
Referring to a recent column, “Seal deal for soccer at seaport fast, before the waters rise,” the NNA judges commented, “Planned humor, especially with a lightly sarcastic touch, is difficult to write successfully, but this writer
succeeds. It took some thought, as well as a well-developed sense of humor, to come up with lines like these:
‘Beckham is the perfect role model for kids in Miami.
He has a hot wife, plenty of tattoos, and his very own brand!’”

O que eu fiz em minhas férias de verão: Brazilian students experience
the research process at the Max Orovitz Laboratories
This summer, the Max Orovitz Laboratories welcomed three students from Brazil, Taislaine Cristina Alipio, Rebeca Cota
Regis, and Maria Carolina Massoni Martins, as part of that county’s Scientific Mobility Program, named Science Without
Borders. The program offers scholarships to undergraduate and graduate students, which allow them to study in the United States and other countries while seeking to promote the consolidation, expansion and internationalization of science
and technology through the exchange of ideas and international mobility. Their internships were mentored by Dr. Joseph
Signorile, Professor of Exercise Physiology in the Department of Kinesiology and Sport Sciences.

Ms. Alipio is a senior in Exercise Science and Sport at University of Sao Paulo, while Ms. Regis is a senior
Physical Education student at the Federal University of Mina Gerais located at the city of Belo Horizonte in the state of
Minas Gerais. Both students spent their first fifteen months in the United States at Kennesaw State University
(Kennesaw; GA), where they took classes in that university’s Intensive English Program to improve their conversational
and writing skills. They also took the occasion to expand their studies in Exercise Science. As a result of their summer
internships at the MO laboratories, Ms. Alipio and Regis have been included with Nicole Rendos, Hector H. Heredia
Vargas, Matthew Romero and Dr. Signorile, as authors in the research article entitled “Differences in Muscle Activity
During Cable Resistance Training are Influenced by Variations in Handle Types”, currently in review by the Journal of
Strength and Conditioning Research. Additionally, they worked with Ms. Rendos on an ongoing study examining the
reliability of two isokinetic dynamometers commonly used in strength testing and rehabilitation. Among the research
skills they acquired were:
(1) preparation, collection and analysis of electromyographic (EMG) activity;
(2) isokinetic strength testing;
(3) oxygen consumption (VO2) testing; and,
(4) manuscript preparation.

Ms. Martins came to University of Miami in Fall 2014 and after four months of English classes she began her undergraduate classes in Exercise Physiology. Toward the end of the spring semester she began her research internship
at the Laboratory of Neuromuscular Research and Active Aging with Dr. Signorile and his graduate students, which
extended through the summer. During these months, she worked with four graduate students on four different studies:
Comparisons of cable versus linear weight stack training on functionality and ADL-performance in older people
with Anoop Balachandran; running and muscle utilization patterns in efficient and inefficient distance runners with
Nicole Rendos; muscle utilization during cable and plate exercises with Jill Castanza and Nicole Rendos; and, Muscle utilization and caloric outputs comparing high-speed and low-speed transitions during yoga with Dr. Meng Ni.

Due to her demonstrated competence in EMG and oxygen consumption (VO 2) testing and the acceptance of a postdoctoral position by Dr. Meng at Harvard, Ms. Martins will be assuming the position of research coordinator for the
last of the studies listed above. In addition to her developed proficiency in EMG and VO 2 testing, she has also developed considerable skill in movement analysis, physical function testing and exercise training in older persons,
and pneumatic strength assessment.
In examining the research skills learned and demonstrated by these students; their likelihood of appearing as coauthors on manuscripts, published abstracts, and international presentations; their newly developed understanding
of statistical methods; and their evolution as technical writers; this can be considered an outstanding example of a
research experience where the visiting students, the faculty, and the graduate researchers came together to maximize the benefits that can be derived from a high-level research facility. We at the Max Orovitz complex would all like
to congratulate these students on a job well done.

Publications…
Avalos, M. A., Medina, E., & Secada, W. G. (2015). Planning for Instruction: Increasing Multilingual Learners’ Access
to Algebraic Word Problems and Visual Graphics. In L. C. de Oliveira, A. Bright, & H. Hansen-Thomas (Eds.), The Common
Core State Standards in Mathematics for English Language Learners: High School (pp. 5-28). Alexandria, VA: TESOL.
Biagioli, B. (2015). Advanced Concepts of Strength & Conditioning (1st ed., p. 672). National Council on Strength & Fitness.
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